In this issue of the JCI, Liu et al. use irinotecan-loaded nanoparticles to treat pancreatic adenocarcinomas in mice. Encapsulating drugs into nanoparticles has distinct advantages: it can improve the pharmacokinetics of the drug, enhance efficacy, and reduce unwanted side effects. A drawback is that the large size of nanoparticles restricts their access to the tumor interior. Liu and colleagues show that the cyclic tumor-penetrating peptide iRGD, reported to be capable of enhancing tumor penetration by drugs, can overcome this limitation to a substantial degree when administered together with the nanoparticles. Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is a challenging malignancy to treat and in desperate need for improved treatments; therefore, advances like this are most welcome.
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Improving drug delivery to tumor sites
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a particularly difficult to treat cancer with a dismal prognosis. A major factor in the lethality of PDAC is thought to be limited access of drugs into these tumors. PDAC tumors are highly fibrotic, consisting mostly of collagenous connective tissue (1). This tightly woven matrix forms a physical barrier for drug entry. In addition, high interstitial fluid pressure within tumors causes fluid (and drug) outflow from the tumor (2, 3). It is not surprising then that a significant effort is underway to facilitate drug entry into PDAC tumors (1). The entry barrier is a particularly acute problem with nanoparticle formulations because of their large size, but nanoparticle drugs often have lower toxicities than the corresponding free drugs and also tend to be more efficacious (4).

In this issue, Liu et al. tackle the above issues using tumor-targeted, drug-loaded nanoparticles in a number of mouse PDAC models (5). The nanoparticles tested were about 100 nm in diameter and composed of mesoporous silica, with the silica particle encased in a lipid bilayer. The entire structure has been dubbed a silicasome. This group reported earlier that silicasomes can be loaded with more drug than liposomes and that silicasome delivery of irinotecan and a paclitaxel-gemcitabine combination provides improved pharmacokinetics, greater treatment efficacy, and reduced toxicity compared with the corresponding liposomal drug in an orthotopic PDAC model (6, 7). Liu and colleagues also set out to deal with the issue of nanoparticle penetration by making use of peptide-mediated transcytosis (5). The peptide Liu et al. employed is a tumor-penetrating peptide described as being capable of enhancing the accumulation and penetration of various drugs into tumors (8, 9). The peptide, iRGD, is a cyclic 9–amino acid peptide with a sequence of CRGDKGPDC, where the lysine can be an arginine and the aspartic acid a glutamic acid and the cyclizing bond is between the cysteine side chains. The peptide contains two sequence motifs critical to its function: an integrin-binding RGD motif (10) and a neuropilin-1–binding (NRP-1-binding) C-terminal rule (CendR) motif (R/KXXR/K), where X is any amino acid (11). The RGD motif mediates the binding of iRGD to α integrins, and as these integrins are specifically expressed on tumor blood vessels (and vessels undergoing angiogenesis in general), the RGD motif targets the iRGD peptide specifically to tumors. The CendR motif in iRGD is cryptic and only active at the C terminus of the peptide. CendR is activated by a proteolytic cleavage at the surface of tumor endothelial cells that makes the RGDK/R sequence C-terminal and thereby renders the peptide capable of binding to NRP-1. The binding of a peptide or a protein (certain forms of vascular endothelial growth factor and some semaphorins are such proteins) to NRP-1 through a C-terminal CendR motif activates an endocytic transcytosis and trans-tissue transport pathway. This pathway mediates uptake into cells, extravasation, and tumor penetration of the truncated peptide, which is also capable of taking a drug with it (Figure 1). At the individual cell level, iRGD induces NRP-1–dependent internalization of the peptide and accompanying drugs (thus the term internalizing RGD or iRGD) (8).

The uptake of CendR peptides is an endocytic process that resembles, but is distinct from, macropinocytosis (12). Interestingly, the ability of the pathway is increased by nutrient deprivation of cells and tissues, suggesting that the physiological role of this pathway may be to support the survival of tissues at times of poor nutrient availability. Cell-to-cell transport of the CendR payload has also been demonstrated (12). The payload can be chemically conjugated to iRGD. However,
that does not have to be the case because the CendR pathway is a bulk transport system; therefore, any compound present in the blood can be swept into the transcytosis pathway (bystander effect).

Harnessing the bystander effect for nanoparticle delivery
A number of laboratories have made use of the iRGD bystander effect in targeting of a variety of anticancer therapeutics, including various chemotherapeutic agents, kinase inhibitors, antibodies, and even nanoparticles (refs. 9, 13–16; see ref. 17 for additional references). Liu et al. (5) tested both the iRGD-coupled and iRGD-coadministration approaches for effective delivery of silicasomes. In carefully conducted studies, Liu and colleagues found that, compared with administration of plain silicasomes or iRGD-conjugated silicasomes, iRGD coadministration enhanced tumor accumulation of silicasomes by a factor of three. Moreover, iRGD did not promote accumulation of these nanoparticles in normal tissues. The authors observed a bystander effect of similar magnitude in both an orthotopically transplanted PDAC model and a patient-derived xenograft (PDX) model. Remarkably, Liu et al. were able to visualize the iRGD-induced endocytic transport vesicles in the tumors by electron microscopy. The approximately 3-fold difference in uptake as a result of iRGD coadministration is similar to what other laboratories have observed (17), although the difference in acute accumulation of nanoparticles can be much higher (9). Regarding the superior effect of iRGD coadministration, Sugahara et al. (9) found a similar trend in uptake of the nanoparticle drug nabpaclitaxel, but the difference between accumulation of the conjugated and coadministered nabpaclitaxel particles was not statistically significant. A possible reason for the difference is that the relatively stable silicasomes may get caught in a so-called “binding site barrier” (18) because of the high affinity provided by the multivalent presentation of iRGD on their surface. In contrast, nabpaclitaxel disassembles in vivo, thereby losing the peptide multivalency. Of note, silicasomes do degrade slowly in the body, forming silicic acid, which is a nontoxic compound normally present in the body (19).

Results showing that iRGD coadministration enhances nanoparticle uptake at tumor sites were recently challenged by a reproducibility program study, which found no difference in doxorubicin tumor accumulation, whether doxorubicin was given with or without iRGD (20). It is difficult to reconcile the result of this very limited study with the dozen or so papers previously published by laboratories other than the originators of the system and with the latest study by Liu et al. in this issue (5). Among possible nontrivial reasons for the discrepancy, the most solid lead is the influence of the nutrient status of the target tumor on the CendR pathway (12). What the mice eat and what time of the day the injections are made could affect the results. This aspect of iRGD-enhanced therapy definitely merits further study.

Concluding remarks
Liu et al. (5) used the silicasomes to deliver irinotecan into PDAC tumors, observing an increase in survival from 29% without iRGD to 57% with iRGD. Finally, these authors correlated the iRGD effect with availability of NRP-1 in the tumor by using antibody inhibition and by comparing tumors with high and low NRP-1 expression. These results and those of Sugahara et al. (8) and Akashi et al. (14) emphasize the value of NRP-1 as a potential marker for patient stratification in a clinical trial projected to start in about a year.
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